Solutions
Message tracking

Key Features
Message Operation
& Management

Message GPI
Compliance

Modules
Nine modules that plug into a bank’s core system; performing
tasks that enable faster settlement of the SWIFT transaction.
Search and Archive
SWIFT messages are archived automatically in live mode,
allowing users to search, display and export.
Internal & external message notification
SWIFT message alerts between departments in real time
and automatic customer notification.

SWIFT gpi suite
The Corzap SWIFT gpi suite is designed to address back office

Meet Corzap

Regulatory reports
Report on the full history of any SWIFT transaction,
enabling the generation of sound statistical analytics.

Reliable banks offer secure, transparent and rapid services to
their customers all over the world. In the next few years, the
volume of financial transactions will keep rising, just like the

operational needs, message monitoring and gpi compliance
requirements for SWIFT. It will ultimately enable your customers
to settle transactions in real time, more transparently and
within a digitally transformed banking environment. The

Automatic message matching
Matching capability of SWIFT messages to facilitate and
control movement of funds.

Corzap SWIFT gpi suites requires no alterations on the legacy
backend systems. It is a plug and play solution.

need for strict compliancy and real time processing. The
SWIFT gpi certification enables banks to track messages,
settle beneficiary accounts in real-time, demonstrate fees and
charges and communicate remittance data unaltered.
Corzap is an eVision solution. It is future-ready software implemented by global banks and regional service bureaus - to
enable them to achieve straight through processing of cross
border SWIFT transactions.

Corzap Solutions
The Corzap SWIFT gpi suite consists of 3 complementing
components that plug into a bank’s core system; performing
tasks that enable faster settlement of the SWIFT transaction.

Customers Segments

Correspondent bank fee calculation
Automatically calculate bank charges and fees of different
stakeholders in the transaction process.

Claims Management
Generate revenue through charges and fees on non-compliant
messages.

GPI message monitor
Real time connect with SWIFTgpi via API; generate status
messages and become a communication hub for a bank’s
back office (GCCT/GCOV/GSRP status ready).
Message mapping & Routing
Map the journey of a SWIFT message, regardless of the syntax
version update.

SME banks

International banks

Government banks
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Transaction Posting
Communicate and post transactions fees directly into banks
core system.
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